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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are in process of controlling changes to the project cost
baseline. All of the following are outputs of this process
EXCEPT:
A. Requested changes, recommended corrective actions
B. WBS updates, WBS dictionary updates
C. Lessons learned, project management plan updates
D. Performance measurements, forecasted completion
E. Cost estimates updates, cost baseline updates
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are the business analyst for the NHQ Organization.
Management has asked that you examine the workflow and internal
processes for order fulfillment. Specifically, they'd like you
to complete an in-depth analysis and documentation of the
business problems and opportunities that may be exist for the
organization.
What business analysis knowledge area does this activity map
to?
A. Requirements elicitation
B. Requirements management and communication
C. Solution assessment and validation
D. Enterprise analysis
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two statements about PortFast are true? (Choose two.)
A. It allows the port to skip the learning state only.
B. The port is error-disabled if it attempts to move into the
listening or learning states.
C. It is most appropriate for ports that provide connectivity
to individual workstations or servers.
D. The port moves immediately to the forwarding state when a
device is connected.
E. It forces the port to skip all spanning-tree states.
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A customer is interested in deploying an optimization solution
that will need to run locally on mobile devices that end users
in the field carry with them What is the most appropriate
license and sizing metric that the IBM team would propose?
A. IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer Single User Edition Client Device
License and the number of mobile devices
B. IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer Deployment Edition and the number
of mobile devices
C. IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio Developer Edition
Floating User Single Session and the number of concurrent users
D. IBM CPLEX Optimizer Deployment Edition and the number of
concurrent optimization requests
Answer: C
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